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A B S T R A C T

The coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19) pandemic has focused attention on the need to develop effective
therapies against the causative agent, SARS-CoV-2, and also against other pathogenic coronaviruses (CoV) that
have emerged in the past or might appear in future. Researchers are therefore focusing on steps in the CoV
replication cycle that may be vulnerable to inhibition by broad-spectrum or specific antiviral agents. The con-
served nature of the fusion domain and mechanism across the CoV family make it a valuable target to elucidate
and develop pan-CoV therapeutics. In this article, we review the role of the CoV spike protein in mediating fusion
of the viral and host cell membranes, summarizing the results of research on SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV, and recent
peer-reviewed studies of SARS-CoV-2, and suggest that the fusion mechanism be investigated as a potential
antiviral target. We also provide a supplemental file containing background information on the biology, epi-
demiology, and clinical features of all human-infecting coronaviruses, along with a phylogenetic tree of these
coronaviruses.

1. Introduction

Coronavirus (CoV) cell infection begins with viral entry, in which
the viral particle recognizes a host cell receptor and fuses its membrane
with the host cell membrane (Belouzard et al., 2012). These two steps
are mediated by the coronavirus spike (S) protein. In addition to
mediating entry, the S protein is the principal antigenic determinant
and the target of neutralizing antibodies (Walls et al., 2016; Yuan et al.,
2017; Zhang et al., 2004). This makes the S protein a valuable target in
vaccine and antiviral efforts, as summarized in (Du et al., 2017, 2009;
Xia et al., 2014). As the urgency to develop effective therapeutics
against coronaviruses rises, it is important to also consider broad-
spectrum properties of such therapies, as there will likely be future
outbreaks for which we will need to be prepared for a rapid response.

Of the two functions that the S protein mediates, there have been
considerably more efforts studying therapeutics against receptor
binding, as it contains major antigenic determinants (Ying et al., 2015).
However, across the coronavirus family, the receptor binding domain is
poorly conserved (Belouzard et al., 2012; Graham et al., 2013; Li,
2015), and so therapeutics that target the receptor binding function
have low potential as a pan-coronavirus solution. In fact, it was ob-
served that monoclonal antibodies that recognized the SARS-CoV re-
ceptor binding domain did not recognize the SARS-CoV-2 receptor

binding domain, highlighting the low cross-reactivity in this region
(Wrapp et al., 2020). On the other hand, the membrane fusion domain
is amongst the most conserved areas in the S protein (Lai et al., 2017;
Madu et al., 2009b), and so, targeting membrane fusion may have
greater cross-functional success against future coronavirus outbreaks
(Xia et al., 2019).

In this article, we review the S protein structure, function, and its
role in mediating fusion, and notable therapeutic strategies for blocking
fusion, focusing on results obtained on SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV, and re-
cent peer-reviewed studies on SARS-CoV-2. We also provide a supple-
mental file containing background information on the biology, epide-
miology, and clinical features of all human infecting coronaviruses,
along with a phylogenetic tree of these coronaviruses.

2. S protein structure and function

As discussed, the CoV S protein has an important role in an infection
as it regulates viral entry into host cells and is also the major antigenic
determinant, which is usually targeted by the host antibody response
(Bosch et al., 2003; Walls et al., 2016; Yuan et al., 2017). These roles
emphasize the importance of this protein in both viral entry and in-
teraction with the host's immune system. The S protein is one of 4
structural proteins encoded by the CoV single-stranded, positive-sense
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RNA genome. In the viral membrane, the S protein participates in two
key events: binding to the cellular receptor and inducing fusion be-
tween the viral and the cellular membranes (Belouzard et al., 2012).
The accomplishment of these two events will drive the release of the
viral RNA genome in the host cell and the subsequent start of the viral
replication cycle (Masters and Perlman, 2013).

Following viral genome release into the host cell, translation of the
ORF produces 16 non-structural proteins that form the viral replicase-
transcriptase complex (Fig. 1A). This complex aids in viral genome
replication and subgenomic transcription. The subgenomic RNAs en-
code four structural proteins, spike (S), envelope (E), membrane (M),
and nucleocapsid (N), along with several accessory proteins. Upon

translation, the S, E, and M structural proteins are inserted into the
rough endoplasmic reticulum. From there, the proteins travel along the
secretory pathway to the endoplasmic reticulum-Golgi apparatus in-
termediate compartment (ERGIC), the site of CoV particle assembly.
Afterwards, the virus is released from the cell via exocytosis (de Haan
and Rottier, 2005).

In the ERGIC, the S protein monomer is also extensively modified
via N-glycosylation and trimerizes (Heald-Sargent and Gallagher,
2012). For some coronaviruses (i.e. MERS-CoV, but not SARS-CoV), the
S protein can also be partially processed by furin and furin-like pro-
teases during protein biosynthesis in the Golgi apparatus depending on
the host cell type (Kleine-Weber et al., 2018; Millet and Whittaker,

Fig. 1. Coronavirus spike (S) protein. A. Cartoon figure of the CoV particle (top) and complete CoV viral genome (bottom). CoVs have a lipid envelope with three
structural transmembrane proteins: spike (S), membrane (M), and envelope (E). The virus interior contains the viral genome encapsulated by the nucleocapsid (N)
protein. The CoV single stranded genome encodes for 16 non-structural proteins, including the papain-like protease (PLpro), 3C-like protease (3CLpro), RNA-
dependent RNA polymerase (RdRp), helicase (Hel), and exonuclease (ExoN). The subgenomic RNAs encode four structural proteins: spike (S; dark pink), envelope (E;
dark blue), membrane (M; purple), and nucleocapsid (N; magenta) and a number of accessory proteins (Chan et al., 2020; de Wit et al., 2016). B. Cartoon figure of the
CoV S protein trimer. C. The CoV S gene denoting the functional components of the protein. The CoV S protein is composed of the two subunits: S1 and S2,
encompassing the major functional components: SP (signal peptide, pink); NTD (N-terminal domain; green), CTD (C-terminal domain; light blue), FP (fusion peptide;
red), HR1 (heptad repeat 1; purple), HR2 (heptad repeat 2; orange), TM (transmembrane; yellow), and CP (cytoplasmic; dark blue). The S protein has two cleavage
sites denoted with dark purple (S1/S2) and pink (S2’) arrows. D. Sequence alignment of S1/S2 cleavage site (dark purple arrow) and S2’ cleavage site (pink) between
MERS-CoV, SARS-CoV, and SARS-CoV-2. E. Within the genome, the fusion peptide is highlighted, denoting the sequences from MERS-CoV FP and SARS-CoV FP. Red
denotes the conserved residues between MERS-CoV, SARS-CoV, and SARS-CoV-2 FP sequences; blue denotes the SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 FP conserved residues;
green denotes the SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV FP conserved residues; purple denotes the MERS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 conserved residues. The fusion peptide sequence
of SARS-CoV-2 was determined by performing a pairwise alignment with MUSCLE through Geneious (version 2020.0.5). Amino acid sequence of the spike proteins
was obtained from NCBI Genbank based on the following: SARS-CoV-2 (MN908947.3), MERS-CoV (AFS88936.1), SARS-CoV (AAP13441.1).
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2014; Yang et al., 2014). In some coronaviruses, the S protein that is not
incorporated into the viral particle could be transferred to the cell
surface (Fehr and Perlman, 2015).

Structurally, the S protein is a ~180–200 kDa type I transmembrane
protein, with the N-terminus facing the extracellular space, held in the
viral membrane via its transmembrane domain, with a short C-terminal
segment facing the intracellular space (Bosch et al., 2003). The extra-
cellular domain is split into two subunits or domains, S1 and S2, which
mediate receptor binding and membrane fusion, respectively (Fig. 1B
and C). Visually, the S protein trimers form a characteristic bulbous,
crown-like halo surrounding the viral particle, for which coronaviruses
were named. Structural modeling of coronavirus S protein monomers
show that the S1 and S2 subunit form the bulbous head and stalk re-
gion, respectively. Aspects of the structure will be referred to
throughout the article (Fig. 2).

The S1 subunit contains two subdomains, the N-terminal domain
(NTD) and the C-terminal domain (CTD) (Fig. 1C). One or both sub-
domains can serve as the receptor-binding domain (RBD) with the piece
of the RBD that directly contacts the receptor termed the receptor-
binding motif (RBM). A general rule of thumb is that the NTD mediates
viral binding to sugar-based receptors, whereas the CTD mediates
binding to protein-based receptor, though there are exceptions, for
example the mouse hepatitis virus NTD recognizes proteinaceous
CEACAM1 as its receptor (Peng et al., 2011).

Both SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 utilize the CTD to bind angio-
tensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) (Li et al., 2003; Zhou et al., 2020),
abundantly detected on lung and small intestine cells (Hamming et al.,
2004). The amino acid differences in the RBM (~50% sequence
homology) across SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 have been hypothesized

to strengthen or weaken RBM-ACE2 associations, though it is unclear if
the overall effect of all these differences results in stronger recognition
of SARS-CoV-2 for ACE2 (Yan et al., 2020). It is reported that SARS-
CoV-2 S does bind ACE2 with 10- to 20-fold higher affinity than SARS-
CoV S binding to ACE2 (Wrapp et al., 2020). However, another study
reported that purified SARS-CoV-2 and SARS-CoV RBD binds ACE2 with
similar affinities (Walls et al., 2020), so further experiments should be
conducted to determine the impact of residue changes on ACE2
binding.

MERS-CoV utilizes the CTD to bind proteinaceous dipeptidyl pep-
tidase 4 (DPP4) (Raj et al., 2013), detected on lung and kidney cells
(van Doremalen et al., 2014). The well-conserved nature of DPP4 across
a wide variety of species (e.g. bats, dromedaries, humans) provides
more insight into the zoonotic capabilities of MERS-CoV. Although
MERS-CoV does not infect murine cells since MERS-CoV S does not bind
to mouse DPP4, it is possible to infect mice by replacing blades 4 & 5 of
mouse DPP4 with blades from animals susceptible to MERS-CoV S
binding, forming chimeric DPP4s (Barlan et al., 2014). With the ability
to interchange blades 4 & 5, it was determined that MERS-CoV S pre-
ferentially binds to human, horse, camel, goat, and bat DPP4, listed in
decreasing order (Barlan et al., 2014). Another contributing factor to
the zoonotic potential of MERS-CoV comes from reports that MERS-CoV
S has the ability to bind sialic acid receptors in addition to DPP4 (Li
et al., 2017). Recent work further revealed that sialic acid receptors
play a role in transmissibility between species, as they reaffirmed the
binding affinity reported by the Barlan group (Widagdo et al., 2019).

Significant progress has been made to understand the RBD-receptor
interaction, and crystal structures of the SARS-CoV S (Li et al., 2005;
Song et al., 2018), MERS-CoV S (Wang et al., 2013) and SARS-CoV-2 S

Fig. 2. MERS-CoV (A), SARS-CoV (B), and SARS-CoV-2 (C) protein models. Models were built to show the predicted structure of the S1/S2, the S2′ cleavage site and
the FP, which are not solved in cryo-EM structures. Trimers and monomers were modeled using SARS-CoV (PDB# 5X58) and MERS-CoV (PDB# 6Q05) structures
using the methodology described in (Jaimes et al., 2020b). Color scheme is as described for Fig. 1.
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(Yan et al., 2020) in complex with its receptor have been determined.
Similar studies have revealed that receptor binding requires one of the
trimers to be in the “up” position for SARS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2, but
not for MERS-CoV (Gui et al., 2017; Song et al., 2018; Yan et al., 2020;
Yuan et al., 2017).

The CoV S protein is also classified as a class I viral fusion protein,
based on the structure of its fusion subunit (White et al., 2008). Within
this class, the fusion subunit is largely composed of α-helical secondary
structures (Fig. 2), and its function is regulated through proteolytical
priming or cleavage at specific sites to induce the fusion-competent
state of the S protein (White and Whittaker, 2016). The S2 or fusion
subunit contains a variety of motifs (Fig. 1C), starting with the fusion
peptide (FP) which is the functional fusogenic element of the S protein.
The FP describes a short segment (15–25 amino acids), conserved
across the viral family that is composed of mostly hydrophobic residues,

such as glycine (G) or alanine (A), which inserts in the host cell
membrane to trigger the fusion event (Epand, 2003). Fusion peptides
tend to be sensitive to point mutations, in that a single mutation can
negate fusion (Madu et al., 2009b). However, the fusion peptide is
loosely defined, as these requirements are not absolute but rather serve
as guidelines to identify the fusion peptide region.

For SARS-CoV, several regions have been suggested as the FP. Using
a Wimley and White interfacial hydrophobicity scale to identify regions
with a higher propensity to insert into membranes, the region 770–788
was identified and a peptide corresponding to this region was shown to
induce fusion and membrane leakage in large unilamellar vesicles
(Sainz et al., 2005). Further work identified regions 873–888 and
1185–1202 as strong membrane interacting regions and proposed that
these regions, in conjunction with 770–788, work synergistically to
mediate fusion (Guillén et al., 2008a, 2008b). Separately, the region

Fig. 3. Model of coronavirus dual entry pathway. This model depicts the two methods of viral entry: early pathway and late pathway. As the virus binds to its
receptor (1), it can achieve entry via two routes: plasma membrane or endosome. For SARS-CoV: The presence of exogeneous and membrane bound proteases, such as
trypsin and TMPRSS2, triggers the early fusion pathway (2a). Otherwise, it will be endocytosed (2b, 3). For MERS-CoV: If furin cleaved the S protein at S1/S2 during
biosynthesis, exogeneous and membrane bound proteases, such as trypsin and TMPRSS2, will trigger early entry (2a). Otherwise, it will be cleaved at the S1/S2 site
(2b) causing the virus to be endocytosed (3). For both: Within the endosome, the low pH activates cathepsin L (4), cleaving S2′ site, triggering the fusion pathway and
releasing the CoV genome. Upon viral entry, copies of the genome are made in the cytoplasm (5), where components of the spike protein are synthesized in the rough
endoplasmic reticulum (ER) (6). The structural proteins are assembled in the ER-Golgi intermediate compartment (ERGIC), where the spike protein can be pre-
cleaved by furin, depending on cell type (7), followed by release of the virus from the cell (8, 9). For SARS-CoV-2: Studies currently show that SARS-CoV-2 can utilize
membrane bound TMPRSS2 or endosomal cathepsin L for entry and that the S protein is processed during biosynthesis. Other factors that can influence the viral entry
pathway are calcium and cholesterol (not shown).
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798–835 was also identified as a fusion peptide, since single point
mutagenesis studies demonstrated its importance in fusion, with an
extremely conserved region, SFIEDLLFNKV (798–808) (Madu et al.,
2009b, 2009a). An excellent review that discusses the journey of
identifying the SARS-CoV FP and key findings is (Millet and Whittaker,
2018).

Research specifically focusing on the MERS-CoV FP has been rather
limited. Sequence alignment, using MUSCLE software from the
Geneious bioinformatic software platform, based on the SARS-CoV FP
suggested that the highly conserved SFIEDLLFNKV motif is similar
within MERS-CoV and a potential region of the MERS-CoV FP was re-
vealed (Lai et al., 2017). The sequence region 888–898, RSARSAIED-
LLFDKV, was strongly suggested to comprise the MERS-CoV FP based
on single point mutagenesis screening with giant unilamellar vesicles
identifying the critical hydrophobic residues for syncytium-forming
ability (Alsaadi et al., 2019).

Based on current understanding of the SARS-CoV FP, we suggest
here a preliminary SARS-CoV-2 FP using a pairwise sequence align-
ment. The suggested FP has 93% sequence homology with SARS-CoV
FP, displaying strong conservation across these two viruses. The current
understanding of FP residues are as described in Fig. 1E.

Downstream of the FP are the heptad repeat regions (HR1 and
HR2), with HR1 more N-terminal and longer than HR2. Both HR1 and
HR2 are composed of repetitive heptapeptide, HPPHCPC, in which H
represents hydrophobic or traditionally bulky residues, P are polar or
hydrophilic residues, and C are other charged residues (Chambers et al.,
1990). This allows the HR region to adopt an α-helix secondary struc-
ture with a hydrophobic interface to drive membrane fusion (White
et al., 2008). Following the HR2 region is the transmembrane (TM)
domain, which anchors the S protein in the viral membrane. Lastly, at
the C-terminal end of the S protein is the cytoplasmic tail.

3. Proteolytic activation of CoV S

As reiterated, the CoV S drives receptor binding and membrane
fusion. However, in order to catalyze the membrane fusion reaction, the
S protein needs to be primed by an appropriate protease at the S1 and
S2 interface (S1/S2) and triggered immediately upstream of the FP (S2’)
(Fig. 1D). What is fascinating about this triggering event is that several
different proteases can trigger, and it is the protease requirements that
drive viral tropism. Both SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV S can be triggered
to fuse at either the plasma membrane or the endosomal membrane,
and the route of entry is dependent on protease availability (Fig. 3). The
emerging SARS-CoV-2 also utilizes both pathways (Hoffmann et al.,
2020). If the plasma membrane-route proteases are available, the virus
can fuse via an “early pathway” at the plasma membrane, but if not, the
virus can fuse via a “late pathway” at the endosomal membrane. In-
triguingly, the activation of coronavirus fusion varies, depending on the
protease in the local environment, highlighting the flexibility of cor-
onavirus S proteins to respond to the particular chemical cues available.
In this section, we will review both routes, as well as the proteases
involved in activating S.

3.1. Plasma membrane route (“early pathway”)

An early indication that SARS-CoV can utilize the plasma membrane
pathway came from cell-cell fusion studies that found that HEK293T
cells transiently expressing the SARS-CoV S protein mediated cell-cell
fusion with target Vero E6 cells when treated with a low concentration
of trypsin, whereas a similar setup utilizing a low pH pulse in the ab-
sence of trypsin did not mediate any fusion (Simmons et al., 2004).
Likewise, trypsin was also found to induce MERS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2
S protein mediated cell-cell fusion of Vero E6 cells and 293T cells, re-
spectively (Ou et al., 2020; Shirato et al., 2013). Subsequent studies
using retroviral pseudoparticles expressing SARS-CoV S protein
(SARSpp) or MERS-CoV S protein (MERSpp) revealed that trypsin

treatment of these pseudoparticles after binding to their respective re-
ceptor resulted in effective infection at the plasma membrane surface
(Qian et al., 2013; Simmons et al., 2005). In fact, pretreating the S
protein prior to receptor binding was found to abrogate infection, and
this is hypothesized to occur because trypsin treatment causes the S
protein to undergo irreversible conformational changes so that it cannot
mediate fusion (Matsuyama et al., 2005; Park et al., 2016; Simmons
et al., 2005). This phenomenon has yet to be investigated for SARS-
CoV-2. Another comprehensive study investigating the impact of a
panel of additional exogenous proteases on SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV
live virus infection of Vero E6 cells revealed that thermolysin and
elastase also efficiently mediate cellular entry at the plasma membrane
after binding (Belouzard et al., 2010; Matsuyama et al., 2005; Shirato
et al., 2013). The finding that elastase could mediate entry is clinically
important, since elastase is produced by inflammatory cells in the lungs
during SARS-CoV infection and could thus promote the progression of
SARS-CoV infection.

Although these exogeneous proteases are capable of activating fu-
sion, they do not provide insights into the fusion mechanism in the
human respiratory tract, a major target for coronaviruses. This is be-
cause coronaviruses should only be cleaved after receptor engagement
and not before, but this timing would be difficult to control if exo-
genous proteases were the in vivo activator. Thus, transmembrane
proteases are of interest as they are localized on the plasma membrane
surface where the virus encounters the receptor. The type II trans-
membrane serine proteases (TTSPs) are a family of such proteases an-
chored in the cellular membrane and have already been implicated in
influenza virus infection (Choi et al., 2009). In particular, the trans-
membrane protease/serine subfamily member 2 (TMPRSS2) and
TMPRSS4 were found to activate and enable influenza virus spread,
even in the absence of extracellular trypsin (Bertram et al., 2010;
Böttcher et al., 2006; Chaipan et al., 2009).

Inspired by the impact of TTSP on influenza virus spread, re-
searchers have also sought to investigate whether similar TTSPs could
impact SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV fusion. An initial study demonstrated
that a soluble form of a TTSP protease, TMPRSS11a, could cleave and
activate SARS-CoV S protein for fusion (Kam et al., 2009). Subsequent
studies investigated whether membrane-bound TTSP proteases were
capable of activating the SARS-CoV S protein also. It was determined
that cell lines transiently expressing TMPRSS2 support both SARSpp
and live SARS-CoV infection at the plasma membrane without exoge-
neous or late-pathway proteases (Glowacka et al., 2011; Matsuyama
et al., 2010; Shulla et al., 2011). Similar studies with MERSpp and live
MERS-CoV also identified membrane-bound TMPRSS2 as an activator
of MERS-CoV infection (Gierer et al., 2013; Qian et al., 2013; Shirato
et al., 2013). SARS-CoV-2 pseudoparticles (SARS2pp) and live SARS-
CoV-2 also utilize membrane-bound TMPRSS2 for plasma membrane
entry (Hoffmann et al., 2020; Matsuyama et al., 2020), much like SARS-
CoV and MERS-CoV.

Other TTSP proteases have been found to support, in various de-
grees, CoV infection at the plasma membrane surface. Utilizing
MERSpp, it was shown that TMPRSS11a and TMPRSS11e can also ac-
tivate MERS-CoV S for viral infection (Zmora et al., 2018). However,
the TTSP family is not a blanket activator of coronavirus S mediated
fusion. Although TMPRSS4 was found to activate SARS-CoV and MERS-
CoV S mediated cell-cell fusion, it was ineffective in promoting viral
infection (Glowacka et al., 2011; Qian et al., 2013). Transient expres-
sion of TMPRSS2, 4, 11a, 11d, and 11e were shown to enhance SARS-
CoV-2 S-mediated cell-cell fusion, though it is unknown if these pro-
teases activate S for infection (Ou et al., 2020). The discrepancies in
these findings could result from high S expression and/or interaction of
large surface areas in cell-cell fusion assays that encourage more fusion
than would be possible in viral-cell fusion (Glowacka et al., 2011). More
intriguingly, TTSP activation can also differ between SARS-CoV and
MERS-CoV. TMPRSS11d, also known as human airway trypsin-like
protease (HAT), is unable to activate SARS-CoV S infection, but can
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activate MERS-CoV S infection (Bertram et al., 2011; Zmora et al.,
2018). While differences between SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV activation
will be further discussed in the following paragraph, it is noteworthy to
mention that the coronavirus S has evolved to have flexibility in a
variety of proteases that can cleave and activate it, providing a possible
rationale for their zoonotic potential.

Although a high degree of sequence conservation exists between the
SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV S2 membrane fusion domains, there are key
differences in their fusion mechanism for plasma membrane entry. For
one, MERS-CoV S contains a furin cleavage site at S1/S2, whereas
SARS-CoV S does not (Fig. 1D) (Millet and Whittaker, 2014). Furin or
furin-like proteases found in the trans-Golgi network (TGN) can en-
counter and act on such cleavage sites in coronavirus S as it is being
synthesized (Millet and Whittaker, 2015). MERS-CoV has been ob-
served to be cleaved during biosynthesis at the S1/S2 position (Millet
and Whittaker, 2014), and this pre-cleavage was shown to promote
subsequent MERS-CoV cleavage by TMPRSS2 at the S2′ position to
activate plasma membrane fusion, whereas if there was no pre-clea-
vage, immediate entry via TMPRSS2 was not observed (Park et al.,
2016). Furin activation of MERS-CoV at the S2′ position for entry has
also been observed, based on the presence of specific basic residues
(Millet and Whittaker, 2014), but the exact role is still unclear
(Matsuyama et al., 2018). There are no indications that SARS-CoV or
SARS-CoV-2 S can be cleaved by furin at S2’.

SARS-CoV S is not cleaved during biosynthesis and does not require
a S1/S2 pre-cleavage event for plasma membrane fusion. While it is
suspected that the S1/S2 cleavage event can cause conformational
changes that further exposes the S2’ site for immediate plasma mem-
brane fusion, it is noted that there can be alternative ways to cause
these conformational changes, such as receptor binding (Park et al.,
2016). Indeed, it is observed that SARS-CoV S binds its receptor with a
10- to 20- fold higher affinity compared to that of MERS-CoV S with its
receptor, so stronger receptor binding can perhaps compensate for
uncleaved S1/S2, at least in the case for SARS-CoV to support plasma
membrane entry. It has been suggested that the S1/S2 site may enable
these coronaviruses to spread and infect new organisms with low re-
ceptor affinity. Interestingly, TMPRSS2 overexpression was observed to
allow uncleaved MERS-CoV to infect cells, bypassing the required S1/
S2 cleavage event (Kleine-Weber et al., 2018), once again highlighting
the adaptability of the coronavirus S protein.

Unexpectedly, SARS-CoV-2 S also possesses a potential furin clea-
vage site at the S1/S2 region, which is unique for SARS-like CoVs
(Coutard et al., 2020; Walls et al., 2020; Wrapp et al., 2020; Jaimes
et al., 2020a). Western blots have shown that S proteins in SARS2pp can
be processed at the S1/S2 boundary during biosynthesis, similar to
what was reported for MERS-CoV (Walls et al., 2020). However, the
impact of the potential furin cleavage site and the accompanying ex-
tended structural loop at S1/S2 remains to be determined.

3.2. Endosomal route (“late pathway”)

In the absence of exogenous or membrane-bound proteases that
enable entry at the plasma membrane surface, coronaviruses can be
internalized via clathrin- and non-clathrin-mediated endocytosis (Inoue
et al., 2007; Wang et al., 2008). A caveat is that if MERS-CoV is not pre-
cleaved at the S1/S2 site during biosynthesis, then it will also be en-
docytosed, regardless of the presence of plasma membrane proteases
(Park et al., 2016). As the virus is shuttled along the endocytic pathway
towards the cell interior, the pH in the endosome decreases. For some
viruses (e.g. influenza, vesicular stomatitis virus), the presence of low
pH triggers fusion. As such, treating the cells with lysosomotropic
agents to prevent endosomal acidification abrogates infection of these
pH-dependent viruses (Ochiai et al., 1995). Initial experiments infecting
Vero E6 cells with SARSpp in the presence of lysosomotropic agents
suggested that SARSpp was sensitive to low pH conditions (Simmons
et al., 2004). However, since a pH pulse could not mediate cell-cell
fusion and SARSpp exposure to low pH prior to binding did not reduce
infectivity, there were grounds to suspect other factors may be involved
in CoV endosomal fusion.

The low pH environment also activates endosomal proteases, such
as cathepsins, a family of cysteine proteases. Of interest are cathepsin B
and cathepsin L, which become active in the early and late endosome,
respectively, and are known activators of other members in the CoV
family (Qiu et al., 2006; Regan et al., 2008). Indeed, subsequent studies
demonstrated that the cathepsin B/L inhibitor MDL28170 drastically
reduced SARSpp (Huang et al., 2006; Simmons et al., 2005) and MERS-
CoV entry into MRC-5 cells (Gierer et al., 2013). Studies on SARS-CoV-2
have echoed similar themes; SARS2pp are sensitive to cathepsin B/L
inhibitors (Hoffmann et al., 2020; Ou et al., 2020). Confirmation that
all these coronaviruses are activated by cathepsin L for fusion in the late
endosome was determined using inhibitors specific for either cathepsin
B or L (Ou et al., 2020; Qian et al., 2013; Simmons et al., 2005), along
with direct observation of SARS-CoV trafficking to late endosomes
(Mingo et al., 2015). Thus, it is believed that SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV,
and SARS-CoV-2 dependency on low pH in the endosomal route is in-
direct; acidic conditions are required to activate cathepsin L protease,
which in turn then act on S, resulting in a virus primed to undergo
subsequent fusion steps. To further confirm the independence of these
coronaviruses entry from pH, it is important to reiterate that both
viruses can undergo plasma membrane fusion, setting a precedence for
neutral pH fusion.

3.3. SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV cleavage sites

Although both the SARS-CoV and the MERS-CoV S protein can be
activated by a similar array of proteases, it is crucial to mention that
these proteases act on the S protein at different sites, which may lead to
slightly different activities (Table 1). TMPRSS2 has been reported to

Table 1
SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV activating proteases, locations, and sites. Both SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV S protein contain two sites (S1/S2 and S2’) that can be
cleaved by various proteases. For each protease, this table details its location in the cell (TGN: trans-Golgi network, plasma membrane bound, endosome, exogenously
found), the fusion pathway it triggers, and its cleavage sites. Since cleavage at a particular site may not necessarily activate the S protein for fusion, this table
distinguishes between sites that are just cleaved versus sites that result in S activation.

Protease Location Pathway SARS-CoV Sites MERS-CoV Sites

Furin TGN Biosynthesis Does not activate Cleaves at RSVR (S1/S2) (Kleine-Weber et al., 2018; Millet
and Whittaker, 2014)

Trypsin Exogeneous Plasma Membrane Activates at R667 (S1/S2), R797 (S2′) sequentially
(Belouzard et al., 2009)

Activates at unidentified sites (Shirato et al., 2013)

Elastase Exogeneous Plasma Membrane Activates at T795 (S2′) (Belouzard et al., 2009) Activates at unidentified sites (Shirato et al., 2013)
Thermolysin Exogeneous Plasma Membrane Activates at unidentified sites (Matsuyama et al., 2005) Activates at unidentified sites (Shirato et al., 2013)
TMPRSS2 Membrane Bound Plasma Membrane Cleaves at R667 (S1/S2), activates at R797 (S2′) (Reinke

et al., 2017)
Activates at RSAR (S2′)
Needs prior S1/S2 cleavage (Kleine-Weber et al., 2018)

Cathepsin L Late endosome Endosomal Cleaves S1/S2 at T678 (Bosch et al., 2008), activates at
unidentified sites

Activates at RSAR (S2′) and unidentified sites (Kleine-Weber
et al., 2018)
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cleave both SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV at the S2’ site to activate plasma
membrane fusion (Kleine-Weber et al., 2018; Reinke et al., 2017).
However, for this activation, MERS-CoV must be pre-cleaved by furin at
the S1/S2 site during S biosynthesis (Kleine-Weber et al., 2018; Millet
and Whittaker, 2014; Park et al., 2016), whereas SARS-CoV does not
need cleavage at the S1/S2 for activation (Reinke et al., 2017). Al-
though likely, it is yet to be formally determined if SARS-CoV-2 also
needs to be pre-cleaved at the S1/S2 site for plasma membrane fusion.

The role of the furin cleavage site in the S1/S2 position as it relates
to viral tropism and pathogenicity is of interest to the scientific com-
munity. In the case of influenza virus, low-pathogenicity influenza
strains contain a single basic residue cleavage site, whereas highly
pathogenic influenza strains have a polybasic furin cleavage site (Sun
et al., 2010). It has been suggested that the presence of furin cleavage
sites in influenza HA expands viral tropism, as furin and furin-like
proteases are ubiquitously expressed in most cell lines. Thus, it has been
hypothesized that the additional furin site present at S1/S2 may also
allow SARS-CoV-2 to spread more efficiently than other SARS-like-CoVs
(Coutard et al., 2020; Walls et al., 2020), though experimental work
will need to be done to show whether this is the case. Of interest is to
also determine how SARS-CoV-2 acquired this cleavage site, whether
from animal-to-human or human-to-human transmission (Andersen
et al., 2020), in order to determine the pathogenicity of emerging
coronaviruses.

Trypsin, an exogeneous activator of plasma membrane fusion, has

different cleavage requirements than TMPRSS2. For SARS-CoV, trypsin
shows elements of a two-step activation process; it first cleaves arginine
at the SARS-CoV S1/S2 site (R667), followed by the S2′ site (R797) for
fusion (Belouzard et al., 2009), whereas TMPRSS2 does not require the
S1/S2 cleavage site. This aspect highlights the flexibility of the CoV FP
as it can be cleaved by different proteases resulting in slightly different
activities. As further evidence of CoV FP flexibility, elastase cleaves
SARS-CoV S at the S2′ site at T795 (Belouzard et al., 2010), which is
two residues upstream of the trypsin cleavage site at R797, suggesting
that the S protein can even accommodate cleavages at different sites.
However, mutagenesis studies have demonstrated that elastase med-
iates maximal fusion when cleaving at the 797 site, showing that while
the S protein is flexible in cleavage location, it has preferred sites. For
MERS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2, the exact sites at S1/S2 and S2’ position
for exogeneous protease cleavage have yet to be determined and it
would be interesting to observe if small variations in the sites exist
across different proteases in these cases as well.

Regarding endosomal pathway-related cleavage, it has been sug-
gested that cathepsin L can cleave SARS-CoV at a site slightly down-
stream of the S1/S2 site at T678, though fusion functional studies have
yet to be conducted (Bosch et al., 2008). For MERS-CoV, functional
studies have shown that S1/S2 and S2′ sites are dispensable, though
cathepsin L activation of MERS-CoV is slightly reduced when the S2′ is
mutated (Kleine-Weber et al., 2018). This seems to indicate that ca-
thepsin L may be using auxiliary S1/S2 and/or S2’ sites for activation. It

Table 2
SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV entry pathways in commonly used cell lines. For each cell line, the pathway that SARS-CoV or MERS-CoV uses to infect that cell line is
described. If the pathway is unknown, it is noted if the cell line is susceptible to either SARS-CoV or MERS-CoV or if the cell line has been tested.

Cell Type Cell Type SARS-CoV Infection Notes MERS-CoV Infection Notes

16HBE Human bronchial epithelia Likely using early pathway (Kam et al., 2009) Not tested
A549 Human alveolar basal epithelial

carcinoma
Lacks ACE2, does not infect (Kam et al., 2009; Simmons
et al., 2004)

Weak/No infection (Gierer et al., 2013; Qian et al.,
2013)

BEAS-2B Human bronchial epithelial Lacks ACE2, does not infect (Kam et al., 2009) Not tested
BSC-1 African Green Monkey respiratory

epithelial
Late pathway (Mingo et al., 2015) Not tested

Caco-2 Human colon epithelial
adenocarcinoma

Infects (Mossel et al., 2005) Early pathway (Gierer et al., 2013; Kleine-Weber
et al., 2018)
Could use both pathways (Park et al., 2016)

Calu-3 Human bronchial epithelial
adenocarcinoma

Early pathway (Kawase et al., 2012) Early pathway (Park et al., 2016; Shirato et al., 2013)

COS-7 African Green Monkey kidney
fibroblast

Lacks ACE2, does not infect (Simmons et al., 2004)
Late pathway with ACE2 transfection (Inoue et al.,
2007)

Not tested

EA-HY Human endothelium Not tested Does not infect (Gierer et al., 2013)
HEK293T Human embryonic kidney Late pathway (Simmons et al., 2004)

Late pathway with ACE2 transfection (Bertram et al.,
2011; Huang et al., 2006; Shulla et al., 2011; Wang
et al., 2008)

Late pathway with DPP4 transfection (Gierer et al.,
2013)

HeLa Human cervix epithelial
adenocarcinoma

Late pathway with ACE2 transfection (Kawase et al.,
2012)

Lacks DPP4, does not infect (Shirato et al., 2013)

HepG2 Human liver carcinoma Late pathway (Inoue et al., 2007) Not tested
HOS Human bone, fibroblast/epithelial

osteosarcoma
Does not infect (Simmons et al., 2004) Infects (Gierer et al., 2013)

HT1080 Human fibrosarcoma Infects (Simmons et al., 2004) Not tested
Huh-7 Human liver carcinoma Infects (Simmons et al., 2004) Late pathway (Millet and Whittaker, 2014; Park et al.,

2016)
Human Airway

Epithelial
Primary Not tested Early pathway (Park et al., 2016)

LLCMK2 Rhesus Macaque kidney epithelial Not tested Late pathway (Qian et al., 2013)
MRC-5 Human lung fibroblast Not tested Likely late pathway (Gierer et al., 2013; Millet and

Whittaker, 2014; Shirato et al., 2013)
NHBE Primary normal human bronchial

epithelial cells
Not tested Late pathway (Millet and Whittaker, 2014)

RPE Human retina epithelial Not tested Does not infect (Gierer et al., 2013)
U373 Human glioblastoma Not tested Does not infect (Gierer et al., 2013)
Vero E6 African Green Monkey kidney

epithelial
Late pathway (Glowacka et al., 2011; Huang et al., 2006;
Matsuyama et al., 2010; Simmons et al., 2004)

Late pathway (Kleine-Weber et al., 2018; Millet and
Whittaker, 2014; Qian et al., 2013; Shirato et al.,
2013)

WI-38 Human lung fibroblast Not tested Likely late pathway (Millet and Whittaker, 2014;
Shirato et al., 2013)
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is difficult to screen for these sites since cathepsin has a relatively in-
discriminate recognition motif, though studies have shown that cathe-
psin L prefers aromatic residues at the P2 location (Biniossek et al.,
2011). While it seems that SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV, and SARS-CoV-2
exhibit similar behavior when entering via the endocytic route, it is
important to emphasize that the cathepsin L cleavage sites are unknown
and it is possible that the location or the number of sites vary and could
in turn, impact entry efficiency of MERS-CoV or SARS-CoV-2 endocytic
route. All in all, the extensive range of proteases that activate SARS-
CoV, MERS-CoV, and SARS-CoV-2 attest to their promiscuity in in-
fecting a wide range of cell types that present these proteases and may
explain the expanded tropism of these viruses.

3.4. CoV entry remarks

As described above, SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV, and SARS-CoV-2 can
enter cells using an early pathway or a late pathway, depending on
protease availability and cell type (Fig. 3). If membrane-bound pro-
teases, most notably TMPRSS2, are available on the host cell, they can
cleave both viruses for early fusion at the plasma membrane surface
after receptor binding. As noted, MERS-CoV also requires the S1/S2
cleavage during biosynthesis for plasma membrane fusion (this has yet
to be determined for SARS-CoV-2). Otherwise, the virus is endocytosed
and the increasingly acidic conditions can activate cathepsin L to
trigger fusion at the endosomal membrane. Table 2 summarizes cell
lines susceptible to SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV infection, as well as their
infection pathways. Initial studies of SARS-CoV-2-susceptible cell lines
can be found in (Hoffmann et al., 2020; Ou et al., 2020). A general rule
of thumb is that these coronaviruses will utilize the plasma membrane
route in lung cells as TMPRSS is commonly expressed in lung cells and
the endosomal route for all other cell types.

Although a variety of triggers exist to dictate the pathway of cor-
onavirus entry and fusion, it is worth considering whether these path-
ways are unique or redundant. Early studies seem to suggest that the
plasma membrane pathway is the preferred route, as it enables the virus
to directly enter the cells and disseminate. In fact, it has been shown
that exogeneous trypsin treatment enhanced SARS-CoV replication in
Vero cells by 100-fold when entering via the plasma membrane route as
opposed to the endosomal route (Matsuyama et al., 2005). The delayed
viral growth kinetics associated with the endosomal route could be
attributed to the 30-minute lag time the virus requires to traffic from
the cellular membrane to the endosomal membrane.

Moreover, the plasma membrane pathway has also been implicated
as the clinically relevant pathway (Shulla et al., 2011). SARS-CoV,
MERS-CoV, and SARS-CoV-2 replicate rapidly in the lungs during dis-
ease progression, and lung epithelial cells have been reported to have
high TMPRSS2 expression (Donaldson et al., 2002), suggesting that
these viruses can employ TMPRSS2 for entry. This view is further
supported by observations that SARS-CoV receptor, ACE2, was found to
colocalize with TMPRSS2 so that after receptor binding, SARS-CoV can
immediately be processed by TMPRSS2 for entry (Shulla et al., 2011). It
will be of interest to observe if TMPRSS2 colocalization with ACE2 can
also immediately process SARS-CoV-2 entry, and likewise for MERS-
CoV, if the MERS-CoV receptor, DPP4, can also colocalize with
TMPRSS2 to support plasma membrane fusion.

Further support for the relevance of the plasma membrane pathway
comes from experiments with Calu-3 cells, an immortalized human lung
cell line reported to have mRNA expression levels of ACE2, DPP4,
TMPRSS2, and cathepsin L similar to the human lung, so that they may
serve as a good representative model for SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV, and
SARS-CoV-2 susceptibility. Using Calu-3 cells, researchers have shown
that both SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV infection are mitigated using a
TMPRSS2 inhibitor, camostat, but not with a cathepsin inhibitor, EST
(Kawase et al., 2012; Shirato et al., 2013). This implies that TMPRSS2-
mediated entry is the preferred pathway, since cathepsin inhibitors
have minimal impact on entry when the TMPRSS2 route is available. In

fact, mice treated with a TMPRSS2 inhibitor had a higher survival rate
(60%) than mice treated with a cathepsin inhibitor (10%) when chal-
lenged with a lethal dose of SARS-CoV (Zhou et al., 2015). Similar
studies also allude to the importance of TMPRSS2 in SARS-CoV-2 in-
fection as camostat significantly reduced both SARS2pp and live SARS-
CoV-2 infection of Calu-3 cells (Hoffmann et al., 2020). Interestingly,
treatment of Calu-3 cells with both camostat and EST drastically re-
duced SARS-CoV, but not MERS-CoV infection, much more so than with
camostat alone (Kawase et al., 2012; Shirato et al., 2013). This suggests
that SARS-CoV can more easily employ the late pathway than MERS-
CoV.

These studies bring into question the importance of the late
pathway, especially as cathepsin L is not as highly expressed as
TMPRSS2 in respiratory cells (Park et al., 2016). Furthermore, for other
human coronaviruses, it has been suggested that replication in cell
culture may select for cathepsin L activation (Kleine-Weber et al.,
2018). Intriguingly, usage of non-lung cell culture lines that support
SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV infection, such as Vero E6 (SARS-CoV/SARS-
CoV-2) or Huh-7 (MERS-CoV) have demonstrated that the cathepsin L
pathway is much more prominent as these cells express minimal
TMPRSS2 and infection is strongly reduced in the presence of cathepsin
inhibitors (Hoffmann et al., 2020; Park et al., 2016; Simmons et al.,
2005). While the TMPRSS2 route seems to hold higher clinical sig-
nificance, it is important to consider that in the later stages of SARS-
CoV and MERS-CoV infection, the virus may spread beyond the lungs,
especially as MERS-CoV infection may result in kidney failure. Thus,
studies of other cellular systems are highly valued to enable compre-
hensive understanding SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV entry pathways and
how it depends on cell type.

4. S protein membrane fusion

Viral membrane fusion is the process by which enveloped viruses
merge their membrane with the host cell membrane so that the virus
can deliver its genome in the cell, resulting in the eventual production
of new virions (Harrison, 2015, 2008). Coronavirus membrane fusion
occurs after receptor binding, so that both its membrane and the host
cell membrane are proximal. However, membrane fusion is not a
spontaneous process, as there are high energy requirements to bring the
membranes close together (Cohen and Melikyan, 2004; Martens and
McMahon, 2008). It is the role of the viral fusion protein to serve as the
catalyst by providing the energy requirement to drive this reaction.

Viral fusion proteins are grouped into three distinct classes (I, II and
III) based on their structure and function (White et al., 2008; White and
Whittaker, 2016). As mentioned previously, the coronavirus S protein is
a class I fusion protein, due to the structural characteristics of its fusion
domain, the need for protease cleavage to be fusion-competent and the
presence of heptad repeats that fold into a six-helix bundle (Bosch et al.,
2003). Class I fusion proteins catalyze the membrane fusion reaction
though a sequence of states: (1) pre-fusion native state, (2) pre-fusion
metastable state, (3) pre-hairpin intermediate state, (4) post-fusion
stable state (Fig. 4). As the S protein is synthesized, it adopts the pre-
fusion native state. Proteolytic processing at the S1/S2 will cause the S
protein to adopt a pre-fusion metastable state. This priming event
generates separate S1 and S2 domains, which are then non-covalently
associated. (Tripet et al., 2004).

In this metastable state, the fusion protein must overcome a kinetic
barrier to transition to the next state. The energy to overcome this
barrier can be provided by a trigger that will interact with the fusion
protein, resulting in a series of conformational changes that will enable
the fusion protein to insert its FP into the host membrane, forming a
pre-hairpin intermediate state. The triggering event(s) are usually en-
vironmental cues that inform the virus about its microenvironment. As
an example, the influenza virus fusion protein is triggered by low pH; as
the virus is trafficked through the endosome, the increasingly acidic
conditions eventually destabilize its fusion protein, so that the fusion
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peptide is able to insert into the endosomal membrane and commence
the fusion process (Carr and Kim, 1993). Since the triggering step in-
itiates the fusion cascade, it is very well regulated to ensure that the
virus fuses in an appropriate location. This is especially important as
class I viral fusion proteins are generally not reversible; they should not
be triggered to fuse at a non-optimal condition (i.e. not bound to a cell).
Furthermore, the triggering event also exposes the influenza fusion
peptide, as it is buried within the subunit prior to trigger to protect its
hydrophobic nature from surrounding aqueous environment. However,
for SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV, recently determined cryo-EM structures
have shown that both of their FPs are partially exposed at the surface
(Yuan et al., 2017). This seems to be a feature of coronaviruses, as the
murine hepatitis virus fusion peptide is also exposed in its prefusion
state (Walls et al., 2016).

After insertion of the FP, the three HR1 regions assemble into a
coiled-coil trimer and three HR2 regions bind to the hydrophobic
grooves of the HR1 trimer in an antiparallel manner. (Guillén et al.,
2005). The assembly of the HR1 and HR2 domains is known as the
fusion core or six-helix bundle, and it is this conformational re-
arrangement that pulls the viral and host cell membrane into proximity
so that they can fuse, bringing the fusion protein into a stable post-
fusion state. The process of membrane fusion itself is composed of two
stages: hemifusion and pore formation (Fig. 4). The hemifusion stage is
defined as the merging of only the outer leaflets of the opposing
membranes, with still distinct inner leaflets and no content mixing. The
hemifusion stage is considered a transient intermediate that will either

dissociate and form two separate vesicles or proceed to pore formation
(Lentz et al., 2000). In pore formation, both outer and inner leaflets are
merged, forming a connection between the interior of the virus and the
host cell cytoplasm, so that the virus can transfer its genetic material
through the newly formed pore. Additional reviews on the mechanics of
(viral) membrane fusion are (Chernomordik and Kozlov, 2003, 2008;
Harrison, 2015).

4.1. Role of cholesterol in fusion

The membrane fusion reaction is dependent on the lipid composi-
tion of the viral and/or cellular membranes (Chernomordik and Kozlov,
2008). In both of them, sphingolipids and cholesterol molecules tend to
pack together and form microdomains termed “lipid rafts” floating
within the "sea" of phospholipids (Simons and Ikonen, 1997). Sphin-
golipids possess long, saturated acyl chains that have reduced Van der
Waals interactions with the unsaturated acyl chains of phospholipids in
membranes, due to the inability to align the unsaturated carbon chains.
Cholesterol can fill gaps between associating sphingolipids, leading to
tighter packing and ordering of cholesterol and sphingolipids that gives
lipids rafts detergent-resistance above their non-raft counterparts. The
high lipid tail ordering in rafts also influences the distribution of protein
and other lipids (Munro, 2003). As an example, GPI-anchored or pal-
mitoylated proteins tend to be raft-associated (Levental et al., 2010)
and sphingolipids like GM1 tend to also be enriched in lipid rafts.

Studies on the role of lipid rafts in viral membrane fusion have

Fig. 4. Coronavirus viral fusion pathway model based on class I fusion protein understanding. The captions above the figure describe the state of the fusion protein,
the captions below describe the state of the membranes. The S protein starts in the pre-fusion native state (1) and undergoes priming of the S1 subunit by relevant
proteases to achieve the pre-fusion metastable state (2). Subsequent triggering by relevant proteases will enable the FP to insert in the host membrane and allow the S
protein to form the pre-hairpin intermediate (3). The pre-hairpin begins to fold back on itself due to HR1 and HR2 interactions forming the pre-bundle (4), bundle (5),
and eventual post-fusion stable (6) states. During the S protein foldback, the two membranes will approach each other until the outer leaflets merge (hemifusion) and
eventually the inner leaflets merge (pore formation). Adapted from (White and Whittaker, 2016).
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shown two major themes: (1) viral transmembrane receptors may be
concentrated within rafts and serve as "hotspots" for viral entry, and (2)
cholesterol in rafts promotes fusion by reducing the energy needed to
form fusion intermediates (Yang et al., 2016). For human im-
munodeficiency virus (HIV), membrane fusion requires multiple fusion
protein and receptor interactions, and rafts have been proposed as a
means to enrich fusion proteins and receptors for viral entry. Biophy-
sical studies have shown HIV fusion protein interactions with raft do-
main lipids (Hammache et al., 1999). In vitro studies treating HIV
particles with a cholesterol sequestering drug, β-cyclodextrin, was
shown to inactivate the virus by rendering it incapable of membrane
fusion (Liao et al., 2001), highlighting a potential fusion inhibition
strategy.

Attempts to understand CoV interactions with lipid rafts have met
with limited success. For SARS-CoV, the location of its ACE2 receptor in
rafts is still controversial. Earlier studies showed that ACE2 was found
in non-raft fractions in CHO cells transiently expressing it and Vero E6
cells endogenously expressing it (Li et al., 2007; Warner et al., 2005).
Other studies have observed that ACE2 colocalizes with established raft
proteins caveolin-1, flotillin-2, and ganglioside GM1 in Vero E6 cells
(Glende et al., 2008; Lu et al., 2008), with the discrepancies between
these results attributed to different experimental techniques (Glende
et al., 2008). For the study with transiently expressed ACE2 in CHO
cells, overexpression could cause ACE2 to also partition into non-raft
areas. For the studies with Vero E6 cells, endogenous expression of
ACE2 and its distribution depend on the time point following cell
seeding and it is possible that the different groups might have measured
ACE2 location at different time points. Further studies on the influence
of cholesterol on SARS-CoV infectivity have strengthened the notion
that ACE2 is a raft protein (Glende et al., 2008; Lu et al., 2008).
Treating Vero cells with a cholesterol-chelating drug, methyl-β-cyclo-
dextrin (mβCD) that disrupts raft formation, has shown that SARS-CoV
can still infect in the absence of lipid rafts. It was observed that SARSpp
infection was inhibited 60–90% in cells following mβCD treatment. A
possible explanation is that ACE2 is a raft protein. By disrupting raft
formation, ACE2 is no longer concentrated in microdomains, and this
reduced receptor availability lessens SARS-CoV docking and binding
efficiency. It will be of interest to observe if SARS-CoV-2 infectivity is
similarly inhibited by this drug treatment.

In summary, it is suggested that ACE2 is a raft protein and SARS-
CoV entry requires cholesterol. However, there remains a number of
questions on the mechanism by which cholesterol is influencing infec-
tion. Rather than simply organizing receptors into rafts, it is possible
that cholesterol is directly influencing membrane fusion dynamics, by
encouraging fusion intermediate formation, but formal evidence for this
role for coronaviruses has not been obtained. With regard to MERS-
CoV, its DPP4 receptor has been reported to partition into the raft
fraction, in Jurkat cells, a human T cell line (Ishii et al., 2001). It would
be interesting to observe if DPP4 also partitions into the raft phase in
MERS-CoV susceptible cell lines and to determine the dependence of
MERS-CoV entry on cholesterol.

4.2. Role of calcium in fusion

As previously discussed, the extracellular environment heavily in-
fluences CoV membrane fusion. Extracellular proteases and pH both
serve direct and/or indirect roles in enabling SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV
fusion. Recently, the ion content of the cellular environment has been
investigated for its role in viral fusion, as ions have been shown to be
crucial for other membrane fusion processes, such as synaptic vesicle
fusion (Martens and McMahon, 2008). Initial studies have discovered
that the rubella virus fusion machinery coordinates with calcium ions
(Ca2+) for proper orientation and insertion into the host membrane
(Dubé et al., 2014). This coordination/requirement was specific to
Ca2+ as both fusion assays and infectivity experiments demonstrated
that magnesium, manganese, and zinc cations did not enable fusion

when supplemented at the same concentration as Ca2+ for rubella
virus. Later it was shown by (Nathan et al., 2019) that the Ebola virus
fusion machinery also coordinates with Ca2+ in entry, further corro-
borated by (Das et al., 2020).

Inspired by these studies, we investigated whether the infectivity of
SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV was also influenced by Ca2+ and if this is
also correlated to the entry steps. By employing extracellular and/or
intracellular calcium chelating compounds, it is possible to infect cells
in Ca2+ depleted conditions and probe resulting infectivity (Dubé et al.,
2016). Infectivity assays with SARSpp and MERSpp demonstrated that
SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV entry into Vero e6 and Huh7 cell lines was
reduced when intracellular calcium was chelated (Lai et al., 2017;
Straus et al., 2019). These results suggest that SARS-CoV and MERS-
CoV entry into cells using the endocytic route has aspects of calcium
dependence. Ca2+ interactions crucial for CoV entry were further ex-
plored with biophysical techniques. Using electron spin resonance
(ESR), it was observed that both SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV FP induces
the ordering of the lipid acyl chains upon interaction, termed mem-
brane ordering. Increased membrane ordering aids fusion by increasing
the negative curvature of the bilayer as it bends during the fusion
process, which will reduce the repulsive energy between two opposing
membranes (Ge and Freed, 2009). In the presence of Ca2+, the FPs are
able to induce greater membrane ordering, indicating that Ca2+ may
promote fusion by stabilizing a structure of the FP that organizes the
lipids in a manner that facilities membrane merging.

Although both SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV FP interact with calcium,
there are differences in their interactions; the SARS-CoV FP was seen to
inducer greater membrane-ordering effects than the MERS-CoV FP
(Straus et al., 2019). This aspect was manifested in infectivity experi-
ments showing that SARSpp infection was reduced more compared to
MERSpp infection when Ca2+ was chelated. Further evidence high-
lighting the differences between these CoVs comes from isothermal
calorimetry titration (ITC) experiments demonstrating that MERS-CoV
FP binds one Ca2+ ion, whereas the SARS-CoV FP binds two. After
partitioning the SARS-CoV FP domain into two separate domains, FP1
and FP2, it was determined using ESR experiments that each of these
domains induces greater membrane order in the presence of Ca2+,
suggesting that SARS-CoV FP binds Ca2+ in both the FP1 and FP2 do-
main. In contrast, mutagenesis experiments conducted on the MERS-
CoV FP suggested only one negatively-charged amino acid (E891) in the
FP1 region that could bind Ca2+. Although these experiments suggest
that MERS-CoV FP can only bind one Ca2+ in its FP1 region, while
SARS-CoV FP can bind two, one in each of its FP1 and FP2 regions,
further experiments should be conducted to complete this data set. ESR
experiments should verify that only the MERS-CoV FP1, not FP2, has a
membrane-ordering effect dependent on Ca2+ and mutagenesis ex-
periments should find sites in the SARS-CoV FP1 and FP2 domain that
bind Ca2+. Regardless, it is remarkable that despite exhibiting such
high sequence conservation, there are subtle differences between SARS-
CoV and MERS-CoV entry requirements.

5. SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV current antifusogenics

As previously noted, after insertion of the viral fusion peptide in the
target cellular membrane, the more N terminal heptad repeat region
(HR1) folds into a trimeric helical coiled-coil structure. Subsequently,
the C-terminal heptad repeat region (HR2) dissociates into monomers
and packs against the grooves of the HR1 trimer in an antiparallel
manner (Peisajovich and Shai, 2003). This packing is driven by hy-
drophobic interactions between HR1 and HR2 and forms the viral fu-
sion core, also known as the six-helix bundle. The formation of the
fusion core brings the viral and target membranes together so mem-
brane fusion can commence. Thus, disrupting fusion core formation
would seem to be a valid anti-fusion strategy (Fig. 5).

In the early 1990s, two groups discovered that peptides derived
from the HIV-1 gp41 HR2 region could bind to the HR1 region in the
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pre-intermediate state, preventing the gp41 HR2 from binding and
forming the fusion core (Jiang et al., 1993; Wild et al., 1994). By
competitively binding to the HR1 region, these HR2 peptides potently
inhibited HIV-1 infection at nanomolar concentrations. One of these
peptides, DP-178, was tested in proof of principle clinical studies and
demonstrated that patients receiving peptide treatment displayed viral
load reduction. Further clinical studies established the long-term safety
and efficiency of DP-178 and eventually it was approved by the US
Food and Drug Administration for HIV/AIDS treatment named Fuzeon
(enfuvirtide) as the first fusion inhibitor drug (Matthews et al., 2004).

As these coronaviruses utilize the fusion core to drive membrane
fusion, it is worth considering whether CoV fusion could be arrested
using HR2-derived peptides. Fuzeon's inhibition potential is specific to
HIV-1, as studies with the related HIV-2 were not as promising (Wild
et al., 1994). This is due to sequence variation in the HR regions be-
tween these two viruses and so CoV specific HR peptides are required
for inhibiting CoV fusion. Shortly after the SARS outbreak in 2003,
three independent groups designed peptides based on the SARS-CoV
HR2 region and found that they were inhibitory (Bosch et al., 2004; Liu
et al., 2004; Yuan et al., 2004). Circular-dichroism (CD), a technique
that reports on the structural and disordered content of a peptide,
showed that HR2 peptides bound to viral HR1 regions have more alpha-
helical content than only HR2, suggesting that HR2 peptides form a
stable structure when bound to HR1 (Bosch et al., 2004; Liu et al.,
2004). These results demonstrate that HR2 peptides can compete with
the virus fusion protein's own HR2 region to bind HR1 and prevent
fusion. A similar tale can be told for MERS-CoV HR2-based peptides.
Two groups investigated MERS-CoV fusion core formation and found
that an analogous HR2 peptide inhibited infection (Gao et al., 2013; Lu
et al., 2014). CD experiments proved that the HR2 peptide bound to
HR1, suggesting that the inhibition mechanism is identical to that of
SARS-CoV HR2 and HIV HR2 peptides (Lu et al., 2014).

Sequence alignment of HR1 and HR2 region between SARS-CoV and
SARS-CoV-2 show 92.6% and 100% sequence homology, respectively,
suggesting that HR2 peptides may also inhibit SARS-CoV-2. Preliminary
studies with analogous SARS-CoV-2 HR2 peptides have displayed si-
milar inhibitory behavior in blocking SARS2pp infection of ACE2 ex-
pressing cells. CD experiments further confirmed SARS-CoV-2 HR1 and
HR2 interact, exhibiting alpha-helical content characteristic of six-helix
bundle formation (Xia et al., 2020). Detailed information regarding the
peptide sequence and its half maximal inhibitory concentration values
(IC50) or related values can be found in Table 3.

Although the inhibition mechanism is identical, it is observed that
MERS-CoV HR2 peptides inhibited MERS-CoV replication in Vero cells
32-fold more than their SARS-CoV counterpart (Lu et al., 2014). Crystal
structures of the SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV fusion cores showed that
residue differences in the HR1 and HR2 region enabled MERS-CoV to

form more hydrogen bonds in the fusion core, suggesting that MERS-
CoV HR2 peptides have a greater binding affinity for the HR1 region
compared with SARS-CoV HR2 peptides. Another explanation focuses
on the differences in the fusion pathways between the two viruses. In
the cell lines used, MERS-CoV is hypothesized to infect via the plasma
membrane route, whereas SARS-CoV infects via the endosomal route.
Since the peptides are likely more available in the extracellular space
than in an endosome, this could explain why MERS-CoV is more sen-
sitive to HR2 inhibitors. In fact, one study observed that the SARS-CoV
HR2 peptide did block SARS-CoV infection of Vero E6 cells more po-
tently when trypsin treatment caused SARS-CoV to utilize the plasma
membrane pathway, rather than the endosomal pathway (Ujike et al.,
2008). To be more conclusive, it would be important to study the ef-
ficacy of these peptides in inhibiting infection of lung-derived cell lines,
such as Calu-3, since they could more accurately recapitulate in vivo
infection. This would also shed light on the viral entry pathway that
these peptides inhibit and how efficient they block viral entry at the
plasma membrane pathway versus the endosomal pathway.

A common theme amongst these studies and those of other envel-
oped viruses is that only the HR2 peptide can bind viral HR1 in an
inhibitory manner; analogous HR1 peptides exhibit no antiviral capa-
city. This is because singular HR1 peptides tend to form self-associated
oligomers and aggregate in solution (Lu et al., 1995). However, by
noting that the major HR1 helical content resulting in oligomerization
was located in the downstream sections of HR1, one group was able to
report success with a SARS-CoV HR1 peptide derived from upstream
sections of HR1 (Yuan et al., 2004). CD experiments confirmed that this
peptide has low α-helical content, preventing self-oligomerization.

These studies also demonstrated that the SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV
HR2 peptides are not cross reactive: SARS-CoV HR2 peptides do not
inhibit MERS-CoV infection, and vice versa (Gao et al., 2013; Lu et al.,
2014). Recently, one group challenged this notion and screened HR2-
derived peptides from all human-infecting CoV (HCoV), including
SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV, HCoV-229E, HCoV-NL63, HCoV-OC43 (OC43),
and HCoV-HKU1 (Xia et al., 2019). They found that the HR2 peptide
from HCoV-OC43 inhibited all these aforementioned CoVs. The unique
pan inhibition property can be attributed to key amino acid differences
that strengthen HR1-HR2 interactions. As an example, the crystal
structures of MERS-CoV and SARS-CoV HR1 interaction with the OC43
HR2 peptide showed that the OC43 HR2 peptide has a valine that fits
neatly into the hydrophobic pockets of MERS-CoV and SARS-CoV HR1.
The corresponding SARS-CoV and MERS-CoV HR2 residues, alanine
and threonine, fit the pocket loosely, or not at all. This study also found
that the OC43 peptide inhibits SARS-like CoV, which have reservoir in
bats and recognize human receptors (Ge et al., 2013; Menachery et al.,
2016). This suggests that the OC43 peptide exhibits promise as a
treatment during coronavirus outbreaks.

Fig. 5. Model of major antiviral inhibitor pathway. This model depicts the inhibitory mechanism of a major CoV inhibitory peptide: HR2 peptide. Exogeneous HR2
peptides present during the CoV membrane fusion can competitively bind with CoV HR1. This prevents CoV HR2 from locking with HR1 and arrests the membrane
fusion reaction, subsequently preventing pore formation.
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While there is great potential towards developing CoV HR2 pep-
tides, especially the OC43 peptide as a CoV therapeutic, there remains
work to improve the IC50 values, which are roughly three order of
magnitude higher than the IC50 values reported for HIV HR2 peptides
(Du et al., 2009). Strategies aimed at improving IC50 and pharmaco-
kinetic values have included introducing mutations or adding con-
jugates. It has been previously reported that introducing negatively and
positively charged amino acids Glu (E) and Lys (K) with three or four
residues in between them can form E-K or K-E salt bridges that enhance
the peptide's stability, solubility, and antiviral activity (Lu et al., 2014;
Marqusee and Baldwin, 1987; Otaka et al., 2002). Combining these
mutations with others not involved in HR1 binding on the OC43 HR2
peptide resulted in decreased IC50 and increased solubility values. This
mutated peptide, named EK1, was found to be more inhibitory than the
native HR2 peptide for SARS-CoV (IC50 values of 2.23 and 2.81, re-
spectively) and MERS-CoV (IC50 values of 0.26 and 1.06, respectively)
pseudovirus infection. EK1 was also evaluated for its ability to protect
mice against live MERS-CoV challenge. Infection was uniformly lethal
for untreated mice, while those treated either prophylactically or
therapeutically had 100% and 75% survival, respectively (Xia et al.,
2019). Most promisingly, EK1 also significantly inhibits SARS-CoV-2
pseudoparticle infection, though slightly less potent than its native HR2
peptide (IC50 values of 2.38 and 0.98, respectively) (Xia et al., 2020).
Regardless, these results highlight fusion inhibitory compounds as a
promising strategy to block coronavirus infections.

Additional efforts sought to decrease HR2 IC50 values by improving
peptide localization to the virus. One group conjugated a MERS-CoV
HR2 peptide, HR2P-M2, to a monoclonal antibody that recognizes the
MERS-CoV S RBD region. This showed potent synergism in blocking
both receptor binding and membrane fusion by inhibiting MERS-CoV S-
mediated cell-cell fusion as well as MERSpp infection (Wang et al.,
2019). Furthermore, since CoV receptors and proteases tend to partition
in lipid-enriched domains, another group tested the possibility of di-
recting HR2 peptides towards these lipid-enriched domains where CoV
entry occurs. Conjugating palmitate, which partitions into lipid rafts, to
HR2P-M2 was found to increase inhibition of SARSpp and MERSpp cell
entry (Park and Gallagher, 2017). On the other hand, conjugating to-
copherol, which partitions into non-raft domains, to HR2P-M2 had
minimal impact on cell entry. An intriguing aspect of this work is that
these palmitate-conjugated peptides also strongly inhibited CoV entry
via the endosomal route, which is believed to be relatively resistant to
the inhibitory action of these peptides. Indeed, immunofluorescence
microscopy showed that lipid-tagged peptides were detected in-
tracellularly, whereas non-lipid-tagged peptides were not detected on
cells.

Additional efforts sought to improve the pharmacokinetic values
which describe the living organism's response to a drug of HR2P-M2
and can include parameters such as drug bioavailability, metabolism, or
half-life. Peptide stapling is one technique, which generates a "brace"
that locks a specific conformation for the peptide, resulting in increased
target affinity, cell permeability, and serum stability (Frank et al., 2014;
Hojo et al., 2016). For HR2 peptides, peptide stapling can stabilize the
α-helical nature of the peptide, which is critical to their potency. An all-
hydrocarbon peptide stapling of HR2P-M2, named P21S10, resulted in
a 27-fold increase in the area under the plasma concentration-time
curve value, which measures the total systemic exposure to a drug,
while maintaining a similar EC50 and in vivo half-life when compared to
HR2P-M2 (Wang et al., 2018). An alternative strategy includes con-
jugating peptides to gold nanorods. Nanorods have emerged as a pro-
mising drug delivery system for improving pharmacokinetic values.
One group conjugated HR2-based peptides to a gold nanorod with a
polyethylene glycol coating (PIH-AuNR), which demonstrated a 10-fold
inhibition increase of MERS-CoV S mediated cell-cell fusion and longer
inhibitory activity over its non-conjugated counterpart. In vivo studies
demonstrated that PIH-AuNR are biocompatible with mice; over 12
days, there were no significant differences in body weight andTa
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behavioral abnormalities between PIH-AuNR treated and control
groups (Huang et al., 2019).

An alternative strategy of using peptides to target non-HR regions
has also been studied, albeit to a limited degree. While screening a
variety of peptide fragments spanning the SARS-CoV S protein for
SARS-CoV infection inhibitory activity, researchers identified inhibitory
peptides P6, P8, and P10. P10 was derived from the HR2 region, and
thus its inhibitory capabilities results from blocking 6-HB formation
(Zheng et al., 2005). Intriguingly, P6 and P8 were derived from regions
slightly upstream of the S1/S2 and S2’ cleavage sites, which suggest
that non-HR regions may be of interest as an anti-fusogenic strategy.
The authors hypothesized that the antiviral activity of P6 could result
from interference with S1/S2 cleavage, preventing conformational
changes for fusion.

Although these studies demonstrate that anti-fusogenic peptides can
inhibit pathogenic coronavirus infection, they have not been evaluated
for use in humans. There are in vivo mouse trials with the HR2P-M2
peptide (Channappanavar et al., 2015; Jiang et al., 2015), though only
time will tell if these peptides will become FDA-approved. An alter-
native strategy is to screen FDA-approved drugs for their ability to in-
hibit CoV membrane fusion because the time frame and monetary cost
associated with repurposing approved drugs is generally less than de-
veloping novel drugs. An initial screen identified imatinib, an Abelson
kinase inhibitor (Dyall et al., 2014). Abelson kinases are tyrosine ki-
nases that regulate a variety of cellular pathways and have been pre-
viously shown to inhibit viral replication of other viruses, such as Ebola
virus, coxsackie virus, and vaccinia virus, at different stages. Sub-
sequent studies demonstrated that imatinib inhibits SARS-CoV and
MERS-CoV pseudovirus fusion with BSC-1 and Huh7 endosomal mem-
branes, respectively (Coleman et al., 2016). As Abelson kinases are
involved in pathways that enable cytoskeleton rearrangements, it is
hypothesized that they inhibit fusion by preventing key cytoskeleton
rearrangements for fusion (Sisk et al., 2018).

6. Next steps in research

SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV, and the emerging SARS-CoV-2 cell entry is
governed by the S protein. The conserved nature of the fusion me-
chanism, as well as the fusion subunit sequence, makes it a potentially
valuable target for developing a pan-CoV therapeutic. Increased un-
derstanding of the fusion mechanism is necessary to know which cri-
tical areas to target.

While the surface route is believed to be more clinically relevant, as
lung cells express TMPRSS2, this will need to be verified with in vivo
experiments. TMPRSS2 knockout mice demonstrated less severe im-
munopathology when infected with SARS-CoV or MERS-CoV, however,
at least for SARS-CoV, viral spread was still detected in the alveoli
(Iwata-Yoshikawa et al., 2019). This suggest that other proteases, such
as cathepsin L, could be activating the virus, and that the endosomal
route may hold clinical relevance. Thus, it is important to expand re-
search efforts to understand the role of these other proteases. As a
starting point, identifying the elusive cathepsin L cleavage sites would
provide greater insight into additional fusion-relevant domains within
the S protein. Furthermore, both MERS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 have
predicted cleavage sites at the S1/S2 and S2’ positions (Coutard et al.,
2020; Millet and Whittaker, 2014; Walls et al., 2020; Wrapp et al.,
2020). Although furin has been shown to process the MERS-CoV S1/S2
site during biosynthesis, the role of furin or furin-like proteases for
SARS-CoV-2 entry is currently unknown, but will likely fundamentally
affect viral entry. It is also important to note that key in vitro results
should be corroborated with in vivo experiments, as knowledge of
clinically relevant routes, proteases, and S domains can guide ther-
apeutic development to block viral entry. In a similar manner, studies to
determine the impact of cholesterol and Ca2+ on SARS-CoV-2 would be
of interest to guide novel antiviral strategies.

Current studies on anti-CoV fusogenics have identified HR2 peptides

as a promising countermeasure. Studies with the EK1 peptide have
demonstrated its potential effectiveness as a pan-CoV solution, as it
inhibited SARS-CoV, MERS-CoV, and SARS-CoV-2 pseudoparticle in-
fection with IC50 values around 2 μM (Xia et al., 2019, 2020). Fur-
thermore, in vivo studies have shown that EK1 protects mice from
MERS-CoV challenge when administered either prophylactically or
therapeutically, with 100% or 75% survival, respectively. As the
treatment group was administered EK1 peptides 30 min post-infection,
it would be of interest to observe the effectiveness of EK1 on a clinical
timescale, perhaps several days after infection, to assess its therapeutic
potential.

To address the pandemic caused by SARS-CoV-2 and future cor-
onaviruses rapidly, it is important to continue studies on their entry
mechanism, which can guide novel therapeutic efforts. Many aspects of
the viral fusion reaction (S domains, proteases, lipid compositions, ionic
environments) may be valuable targets in arresting membrane fusion by
a variety of agents (small molecules, antibodies, peptides). The research
community is poised to see what novel therapeutics can address CoV
infections.
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